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1. INTRODL~CTI~N 
On the basis of Sturmian comparison theor? of elliptic equations, 
McNabb [6] developed criteria for unboundedness of solutions of second- 
order parabolic differential equations. His results were later extended by 
Dunninger [4] and C’han and Young [I] to second-order scalar and matris 
differential inequalities of parabolic type. More recently, Chan and Young [2] 
have given related results for a class of fourth-order matrix differential 
inequalities. 
In this paper we shall proceed further in this direction to obtain criteria 
for unboundedness of solutions of higher-order scalar and matris parabolic 
differential inequalities in one space variable. The basis of our results is the 
Picone-type identities due to Kusano and 1.oshida [S] for self-adjoint ordinary 
differential operators of arbitray even order. 
2. THE CASE OF SCAL.AR DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
Let (.~t , sp) be a bounded interval on the real line. \Ve denote by Q the 
semi-infinite strip {(x, t): s E (sl , s?), t :.p 0) and by g its closure: 
{(x, i): s E [x, , s,], t ;-: 0). Differentiation \vith respect to s (or t) is denoted 
by D, (or Q). 
\Ve consider the parabolic partial differential operator 
h = i (- 1)’ D,‘(aj(r, t) D,‘u) + D,u, 
,=I, 
and the ordinary differential operator 
,,tzl se f. (- I)’ D,Q,(s) D,.‘z.‘), 
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where the coefficients a, , bi are real functions such that a, E f?(g), 
bj E CJ[.vl , x2], j = 0, I ,..., 12, and a, > 0. b,f ::- 0. The domain bF of i 
is the set of all real functions II that are continuous in s together with their 
first 2n x-derivatives and first !-derivatives, while the domain 9,” of w is the 
set of all real functions Z’ of class C2”[x1 , ~1. 
THEOREM I. Let u E r\l satislv the .following conditions: 
(i) utfr 1 -. 0 in 0. 
(ii) (-1)” D/u i (-1)’ Di-‘(a;D,‘rr) > 0 in Q, 
j=k 
(iii) none of u, D+u...., Dy-‘u vanish in 8. 
If there exists a function v E 3, which satisfies 
then u is unbounded in Q. 
k = I,.... II - I, 
(1) 
Proof. In view of (iii) of (1) we are able to apply a generalized Picone 
identity given in [5, Theorem IA] to obtain 
ri-, 




- i (- ] )’ D’,-“-‘(bjD,‘7!) + ” Qu 
j=ksI I 11 
= c (eh - u,,Pz~) + f (bj - aj) (D,k+ 
i=O 
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Integrating both sides of (3) over ((s, 1): .V E [sl . .x2], t E [0, T]) and using 
(i)-(ii) of (I) and (i)-(ii) of (2), we ha\-e 
which can be written as 
e(r) - 5(O) 3 fr f” i (bj - aj) (D,%)’ ds dt, 
‘0 -.q ,=I) 
where t(t) = sz G In 1 u 1 A. Consequently, by (iii) of (2), t(t) tends to 
infinity as t + 3~8. It follows that II cannot be bounded in Q. This completes 
the proof. 
By taking the operator w to be identically zero and arguing as in the proof 
of Theorem I, we have the following variant of Theorem I. 
THEOREM 2. Let u be as in Theorem I. If there exists a function 
v E C”[s, , L] such that 
then u is unbounded in Q. 
EXAMPLES. Let us consider the parabolic operator 
llu = (-I)” D;.“u - a,u + D,u 
in Q1 = ((x, t): s E (- 1, I), t > O}, where a, is a positive constant. For the 
operator l1 we compute the integral in (4) with v = (I - s’))” to obtain 
1’ 1’ [(D,v) - (I,$] ds dt = 2r[((Zn)!!/(2n + I)) - ((4n)!!j(4n + I)!!) a,], 
‘0 ‘-1 
so that the condition (4) is satisfied if u0 is taken sufficiently large. In this 
case it follows from Theorem 2 that e\-cry function u E nr, satisfying (I) in 
0, must be unbounded there. 
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In this connection, the necessity of the condition (ii) of (1) is shown by the 
function ~(.r, t) = exp(a, 1’2”~r), which is a bounded solution of /ru = 0 in Qr 
when n is even. 
As another esample, we consider the parabolic operator 
in Q1, where a, is again a positive constant. The integral in (4) associated 
with L, is such that 
\‘f’ [(D,‘T)~ + l&p’] d.Y dt - #cc as 7 - ,-I! 
‘O.-l 
for any nontrivial 7.1 E C’l[- I, I] vanishing at - I and I together with its 
first n - 1 derivatives. 4s is easily verified, the function 
u(s, 1) = esp( -2n,t) . sin[a\*““(s - ,lj] 
is a solution of /zu = 0 satisfying the conditions (ii)-(iii) of (1) in the strip 
{(A-, t); s E (a, a + 7r/24’*“), t > 0}, H’ ic contains 0, for suitably chosen a, h h 
and iy. However, it is bounded in 0, . 
3. THE C&E OF ~IATRIS DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section we wish to extend the results of Section 2 to the case of 
matrix differential inequalities. Consider the matrix differential operators 
.h’nc = f (- 1)’ D,j(B,(s) D&Q. 
J=O 
where =lj, B, are ,Xr ‘B’ A’ real sl-mmetric matrix functions such that 
-Jj E C;(Q), B, E C~[S r , s.J, j = 0, I,..., n. It is assumed further that the 
leading coefficients -9, and B, are positive definite. The domain 3, of 
9 is defined to be the set of all N x N real matrix functions L! that are 
continuous in p together with their first 2n s-derivatives and first t-deriva- 
tives. The domain D.# of A is the set of all real N x 1 column vector 
functions w of class c’“[s, , sz]. 
hrotivated by Chan and Young [I, 21 and Kusano and Yoshida [5], we 
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introduce the following definition: An S ,.\ N matris function 1. is said to be 
preppared with respect to fhe operator 2’ (or simply Y-prepared) if 
(Dl”l.)T i (-l)‘D;-h’(.4jD,‘I-) = (i (-I)‘n~-“(.4jD,‘I.))T D,!‘., 
I = 1. ,=I 
for k = I...., N, where the superscript T denotes taking the transpose of a 
matris under consideration. 
\\‘e remark that in the simplest case when the operator 2’ is generated by a 
scalar operator / considered in Section 2, that is, when -4, = ajE,, , 
j = 0, I ,..., II. E,, being the ,V I’ 3’ identity matris, the matrices of the forms 
I- = vE,,, and I- = z~I,v , I,v being the ;V S matris with all the entries 
equal to I. are prepared with respect to L. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1’~ Ty satisjjf the following conditions: 
(i) t’ is symmetric ctnd L-prepared in 0. 
(iii r;T~‘c’ Md (-II” (D,‘l”$ t (- I)j D;-‘(.-I,D,‘CT), 
, = !. 
k = l,...,n - I. (zre positirv semidefinite in Q, (3 
(iii) I-. D,Ly..... Dy-‘l- are nonsingular in g. 
(iv) D,(ln 1;) commutes with In C’ in Q. where the principal value 
of In Iv is taken. 
If there exists a nontrivial 7~’ E TI.# which satisfies 
then at least one qf the eigenwlues of LT is unbounded in 0. 
Proqf. Since I’ is P-prepared and none of (-. D, [I,..., D:-‘C-are singular 
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in 0, applying a generalized Picone identity given in [5, Theorem IB], we 
obtain 
n-1 
D, 1 (-1)“: (D,“w)~ i (-I)’ D;-k-l(AjDylU) (Or%)-’ D,‘ec 
P=O C ,=ktl 
- j$+l (-I)’ Dp’(B,D,jzLq + z2(D,C.r) c -‘w 
= z$[(YU) U-‘w - <L’w] + i (D,~w)~ (B; - --Ii) D,‘zc (7) 
j=O 
+ [DJnW - D,“u(D.;-‘u-’ Dy’w]’ 
‘/: .Jn[DrflW - D,nu(D;-l[r)-’ q-‘w] 
n-1 
+ c [(D/C!)-’ D,.‘w - (D;-‘I’)-’ D:-‘w]~ 
kl 
‘1: (-l)“(DEkC3T f (-l)‘D:?‘(.4,D,‘[!) 
j=k 1 
x [(D/U)-’ D,‘zL~ - (0;:’ U)-’ D;-‘TO]. 
Integrating (7) over [(x, t): .V E [.rl , L], t E [0, T]} and using (ii) of (5) and 
(i)<ii) of (6), we get 
/-r/-r’ wT(D,Cr) VW ds dt >, [‘I’+ i (D,‘zc)T (Bj - --Ii) D,fw ds dr. (? ‘0 .I, ‘O’XI j=O 
Defining q(t) = cr w7”(ln 1.:) 7 d ec H and observing that D,(ln U’) = (D!v) CT-1 
by (iv) of (5), we find from (8) that 
V(T) - ~(0) > frfx2 f (D,‘zc)~ (B, - --Ii) D,‘w ds dt, 
-0-q i=o 
which together with (iii) of (6) implies that Re v(t) - rx~ as f + ,x~. 
Since U is real and symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix S such 
that 
Slffl = diag[h, ,..., A,\,], 
S(ln L’) ST = diag[ln A1 ,..., In A,,,], 
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where A, = hi(s, tj. i = I,... 1 S, are the eigcnvalues of C’; see, e.g., [3, 
pp. 65-661. In terms nf this .5’ we obtain 
Re y(f) = Re fr’ (.SW)~ [S(ln C,‘) ST] (SW) A 
- .I 1 
,2; .‘? 
= 2 1 in 1 hi(.V. t)l * [<,(.V. t)]’ d.S, 
,=I ‘J’, 
where &(v, t) denotes the ith component of the column vector SZP. C:onse- 
quently, at least one of A,(.\., t) must he unhounded in 0. The proof is there- 
fore complete. 
By taking the operator .// = 0 WC ha\-e the following variant of Theorem 3. 
THEoREnl 4. Let (’ be as in Theorem 3. !f there exists a vector function 
lx’ E cqx, ) x2] such that 
then at least one qf the eigerwalues qf C’ must be unbounded in 0. 
hUm=LES. \\‘e consider the differential operator 
Ylc;Cr G (- 1)” D’FL; - a,,[- + D,I: 
in Q1 = ((x, t): s E (- I, I), t Y. 01. where a, is a positive constant. If we take 
zc = (( 1 - .P~)‘~...., (1 - .v~)‘~)~~ then the integral in (9) becomes 
= 2:V~[((h)!! (31 + 1)) - ((4n)!!,:(4rr + I)!!) a,]. 
Therefore. if a, is sufhciently large, it follows from Theorem 4 that ever! 
matrix function C’ E Zy L satisfying (Sj has an eigenvalue which is unbounded 
in 0, . 
Consider the matris function P(x, t) = exp(aA”“s) P, where P is an 
,v i’ .I’ constant matris vrhich is symmetric and positive definite. It is 
obvious that C’(S, t) is a solution of PtC’ = 0 in (2, when rr is even and that 
all the eigenvalucs of C,‘(.v, 1) are hounded in 0, . This shows that the condi- 
tion (iij of (51 is newssat-!-. 
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Finally, let us consider the differential operator 
cY2CT =(-l)"D',"C' + a&'+ D,L' 
in 0, , where a, is a positive constant. The condition (9) is violated by anj 
vector 21’ E C’g[ - I, I] such that w = D,,w = ‘.’ == D~-'w = 0 at -I and I. 
The matrix function C’(x, t) defined b> 
I’(s, t) = expf-27,f) . sin[ai ‘=(.Y - II)] P, 
P being as abow, is a solution of L&r’ = 0 in 0, provided a, and ,X are chosen 
appropriately. Although L!(s, 1) satisfies (5) in QI , all the eigenvalues of 
U(.v, t) are bounded there. 
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